
Earth Science  

Free Curriculum 

 

Space, Earth, Oceans 

 

Everything necessary for this curriculum is available for free online. All of the 
websites and books are found on what I refer to as “the Links blog.” 

Links to All Things Free for Homeschoolers 

http://homeschoolfreestuff.wordpress.com 

The materials used in this curriculum are found on the Earth Science page of the 
Links blog unless otherwise noted.  

 

****** 

This curriculum is made available by Lee Giles at the Just Us blog at 
http://hebrews110.wordpress.com. This curriculum is free for non-profit 
educational use. You are free to print, copy and share it, but it may not be used 
for any commercial benefit.  

****** 

PLEASE let me know about broken links or any other problems. Just leave a 
comment on the page of the blog where you found it. It is likely I can fix the 
problem, but I need to know about it.  

Look on the Links blog for other free curriculum.  

*This was last updated in April 2011.  

http://homeschoolfreestuff.wordpress.com/
http://hebrews110.wordpress.com/


NOTES 

Scheduling: 

I put a loose idea of how long you will spend on each main subject. You will need to plan out your time. 
Print out the curriculum and mark what things you plan on using. You can even just write a M for 
Monday, etc. next to the items and your planning is done. Check off what you do, then you have a 
record of it! You don’t have to do it all. Pick what reading and activities work for your family. If you have 
high schoolers, especially seniors, you may want to use one of the courses I have listed.  

This is written so that all of your children can study together. They can learn the same topics but use 
different levels of reading materials. The materials are divided up by level. These are my approximations 
only. L means K-2nd or 5-8 year olds. M means 3-6th or 9-12 year olds. U means 7th and up or teenagers. 
Older kids can use younger sites for fun and to get an overview of a topic before reading harder 
material. Younger kids can have an older kid read and explain to them. A blank lapbook piece can hold a 
picture, a word or a paragraph. My point is: don’t just assume you can’t use something if it’s labeled for 
a different age group, especially if it’s labeled M, maybe it could go both ways. However, something 
labeled M-U probably isn’t going to work for younger students. Something labeled L probably is too 
young for your older students.   

Preparation: 

Before you begin each section, print out everything you think you will be using and place it in your 
binder. Hand out the papers to your kids as you need them, and then the papers are ready to go right 
into their binders when you are done. If you do notebooking and lapbooks, consider cutting your file 
folders in half and putting hole punches in them. Put the lapbook pieces on the half folders and keep 
them in the binder with their notebooking pages on the same subject. Of course, your younger kids like 
having a complete lapbook to carry around and look at and share. 

Even before you begin the school year print out lots of blank notebooking pages (if you use them) and 
also experiment notebooking pages. Make sure you always have them on hand. 

What to do each day: 

Lapbooks: There are several lapbooks in here. You can use them to guide your study and get a piece or 
two done each day. You can print one for each child or have them work on separate lapbooks (one does 
tropic oceans one does temperate oceans and then teaches the other their topic when they finish). You 
could also have them work together doing separate pieces on the same lapbook or by having one 
research, one write, etc. Older students could do a notebooking page on the topic of the younger child’s 
lapbook piece. There are lots of blank lapbook pieces and notebooking pages available on the General 
Resources page of the Links blog. Print out a bunch and have them on hand in your binder. 

You could also record what you learned each day by using power point (there is a free version of this 
from Open Office) or by making a digital notebooking page on something like Glogster. On Glogster you 
don’t have to print out what you make, you can publish it online. This can be a nice option.   



When you do an experiment, take the time to have your child write up an experiment page. There are 
notebooking pages for this on the Science page. Write out the question you are trying to answer, your 
materials, procedure, observations and conclusions. If you have a variety of ages, have a group 
discussion and have an older child write as the younger children tell what you used and how you did it. 



There are several options for online curriculum for high school students.  

Senior There is an AP course in Environmental Science. This is from Hippo Campus.  

Senior There is also an online “virtual” textbook on Geoscience. This is also for senior students.  

U There is a high school curriculum online in geology by Answers in Creation. This is Christian, as 
opposed to the others, but it is OLD earth, meaning they don’t believe in a six day creation.  

U The JASON Curriculum is a neat website. This is especially good if you have a child interested in 
being a scientist. The curriculum is narrated by scientists and there are videos by teens who 
have gone and learned from them. There are all sorts of resources and curriculum on various 
topics such as weather, earth, mars, ecology and geology. There are online virtual textbooks and 
labs as well as worksheets and teacher’s guide. My 8-year-old son loves this website. The info is 
above him, but he loves the digital labs. Some of their activities I link to specifically under 
different topics, but there is more on the site than I have specifically listed on the blog. 

  



Space   2 months + 

If you believe in a literal six-day creation, you might want to start your time with the links from 4th Day 
Alliance with their articles on evidences of a young universe and with the links of Ken Ham’s different 
creation talks.  

M – U  Online Astronomy Course – there are two groups for these courses, so you can pick what’s most 
appropriate. I have only seen the 7-11 year old one. It was a short reading each day with a 
question, set of questions or activity to do. It says each packet (there are 8) should take a week. 
Your child could easily do it in half the time. A lesson can be done in ten minutes.  

 

Lapbooks 

There are four choices of lapbooks. Including ones based on Apologia and on a Magic School Bus chapter 
book. You could easily do the piece-or-two-a-day-approach and work through a lapbook. The lapbooks 
are for elementary and middle school. I had a hard time finding lapbook pieces appropriate for my 
kindergartner. With all the other lapbook choices I listed the link to my homeschool blog where I show 
what I used with my 5 year old. 

 

The Sun 

 Learn 

L-M Book about the sun  

L-M Sun, Moon, Earth  online interactive game 

L-M-U Relative size of the sun 

 Do 

M-U  Build a model of the sun (the U version of this has a sun facts book that goes with it, very 
detailed) 

M-U Observe sunspots 

U Build a sundial out of paper 

 

 

 



The Moon 

L-M-U  Learn about the moon’s phases with one of the links and use the graphic     
organizer to show what you learned 

Space Exploration    under “Exploration” 

Lapbooks:   

 L  Astronauts lapbook 

 M Space Shuttle lapbook 

 Learn about space shuttle missions   

L-M-U Read about Apollo 11 and the history of space exploration 

L-M Watch videos on space missions 

L-M 3-2-1 Liftoff, NASA lessons for K-4  (lots here: you’ll need to choose) 

M-U Watch a video: The Case of the Great Space Exploration 

 Do 

L-M Build your own space mission online activity 

U Virtual shuttle launch 

M-U NASA hands-on projects  

L?-M-U  Build a rocket out of tortillas activity 

L-M-U    Build a Rocket  (L can help and observe, but they can’t do this on their own) 

M-U Video  The Case of the Great Space Exploration  (1 hour) 

 Other  

L-M Read-online picture books about NASA tools 

L-M International Space Station  Online activities/worksheets  NASA 

M Satellites 

M  Spiderbot 



Planets   (you will find some of these under Astronomy Mathematics) 

 Learn 

L Learn about the planets online games 

L-M What’s in Space/ Book on the planets,  two online children’s books,  NASA 

L-M-U Relative size of the planets 

L-M-U Learn about the planets with NASA’s interactive media 

L-M-U Learn how much you would weigh on each planet 

L-M-U Learn how old you would be on each planet 

M Article on the status of Pluto 

M-U Watch video: The Case of the Galactic Vacation  (1 hour) 

 Do 

L Solar system coloring page 

L-M Make a graph of how many moons each planet has 

M Flight path coordinate plane activity 

M-U Planet trading cards and online activities 

L-M-U Solar System craft project ideas (links) 

 

What Else Is in the Solar System 

 Learn 

M–U Asteroids 

L-M-U Comet experiment 

M-U Comets  online interactive activities to learn what comets are made of 

U Comets – NASA’s page 

L-M-U Deep space photo galary 



M Deep space  read about and online activities 

M-U Black holes  online interactive  

 Do 

L-M-U Comet experiment 

M-U Black holes board game 

 

Constellations 

L  Dot to dot 

L-M Constellation strips  (pictures of the constellations – could use in lapbook) 

L-M Make a big dipper mobile 

M Notebooking pages 

M-U Star finder – map of sky  (2 different ones) 

U Make a planisphere 

There are many other mathematics activities if you are interested in pursuing them. They are for various 
levels and are listed under astronomy mathematics.  

 



The Earth   (3 months) 

M Layers of the Earth  (read, listen to song)   

M-U Label the layers of the earth 

 

Biomes 

 Learn 

L-M Website for all the biomes 

L-M-U Desert website 

L-M-U Rain Forest websites 

L-M Wetlands online activity 

U Wetlands activity 

 Do 

L-M-U Make a diorama of each biome (different kids could do different ones) 

L-M-U Make a map of where each biome is located in the world (this activity is in the lapbook below) 

L-M-U Biomes Lapbook  (find and fill in most important info on each biome listed-links included) 

L-M Rain forest lapbook 

L-M Star in a rain forest story 

M Amazon Explorer  (maybe everyone would enjoy this) 

M-U Write a persuasive paper or a speech about why we need to protect the rain forest (or any of 
the biomes) 

 

 

 

 



Earthquakes 

 Learn 

L-M-U Earthquake unit (lessons, worksheets) 

M-U Read all about earthquakes  

M-U Watch Video, The Case of the Shaky Quake   (1 hour) 

L-M-U Look at pictures from past earthquakes to learn about the different rating scales 

 Do 

L-M Edible experiments  (two of them)  These are simple. 

U Build a paper model of an earthquake 

Landforms    

L-M-U  Landforms worksheet/lapbook pieces – answer the questions/define the terms/match the 
pictures to definitions  (mountains, caves, volcanoes are included –plus many more)  This is a 
worksheet, but just cut them out and they become lapbook pieces. Learn the definitions of the 
different terms (peninsula, delta, etc.) and place the lapbook pieces on a world map where they 
can be found. Volcano goes on Japan for Mt. Fuji for example. Caves can go on India; mountain 
can go on Everest. Or just label the landforms on your map. You can find large world maps on 
the history/social studies page.  I suggest printing out the biggest possible.  

M Mountains mini book for a lapbook 

L-M-U Caves online tour/activities 

M Glaciers online learning site 

  Volcanoes  

L-M-U Volcano unit  (Homeschool Learning Network) 

L-M Volcanoes lapbook/unit  (Homeschool Creations) 

L-M Become a volcanologist  (learn about the different types of volcanoes) 

M Volcanoes website 

L-M-U Build a volcano  (out of dough or paper) 

U Watch a volcano documentary 



Rocks 

M Magic School Bus Rocky Road Lapbook 

 Learn 

L-M-U Learn about rocks and minerals  

M-U Learn the characteristics of the three types of rocks 

L-M Learn about different kinds of rocks  (2 separate links) 

L-M-U If you want, there are flash cards of different rock types. 

 Do 

M-U Build paper mineral crystals 

L-M-U Collect rocks and identify them. Use one of the “My Rock” worksheets to record your 
observations and you work to identify your rock. Use the “Identify the Kind of Rock You Found” 
link. You could also use one of the checklists if you want to find lots of rocks and keep track of 
what you’ve found. You could spend at least a week doing this, filling out a worksheet each day. 

 Learn the Rock Cycle 

L-M-U Print out a diagram of the cycle. 

L-M-U Watch the online animations of the cycle. (There are three.) 

L-M-U Listen to the rock cycle song. 

M-U Watch a video on erosion.  The Case of the Disappearing Dirt  (1 hour) 

L-M-U Make a diagram of the rock cycle.  (You can do it yourself, or download the pdf.) 

M-U Rock Cycle worksheet. Do they know the answers? Can they explain the diagram? 

  



Weather  (2 months +) 

Chart the weather. 

L Weather coloring pictures 

L Date and weather chart 

L-M Weather graph   

U Older students can record the weather daily (or twice a day) and record not only the conditions 
but the cloud type at the time as well. Do they see any correlation between the cloud type and 
the weather? They can create a chart of their weather observations over a couple of weeks. 
They can build a weather station (below) and record not only conditions and temperature but 
the air pressure and wind direction as well. Have them use this information to predict the five-
day forecast (below). 

 
Temperature 
 

 Learn 
 

L-M Seasons and Temperature 
 
M-U Graphic organizer for the causes of the seasons  
 

 Do 

M How High Is the Sun?  Online activity 

 
Atmosphere 
 

 Learn  

L-M Tree House Weather Kids – air pressure and clouds 

M-U The Atmosphere  (website) 

 Do 

M-U Label the layers of the atmosphere 

L-M-U Cloud experiment 

L-M-U Air pressure experiments  (L can just watch, one requires a lighter or match) 



L-M-U Print out the cloud matchbooks. Place in a lapbook or binder or hang them up near a window 
without cutting them out. Write the date on the blank part above each picture when you see 
that type of cloud. 

The Water Cycle 

 Learn 

L-M Read “Rain” 

M-U Read “The Water Cycle” 

L-M Watch the water cycle animated lesson 

M-U Watch “The Case of the Wacky Water Cycle”  1 hour 

 Do 

L-M-U Evaporation experiment 

L-M-U Make rain experiment 

L-M-U Water cycle experiment 

L-M-U Capillary action experiment 

L Water cycle online quiz 

M-U Fill in (or make your own from scratch) water cycle diagram 

Forecasting 

 Learn 

M-U Edheads online game  (three levels) 

M-U Read about forecasting 

 Do 

L-M-U Make a weather station (including wind vane, and the barometer listed under Atmosphere) 

L-M-U Calculate/Find the wind chill 

L-M-U Be a weatherman. Present today’s conditions and/or your prediction for the 5-day forecast. Thy 
could get into this and prepare a weather map, etc. 



Storms 

 Ice and Snow  

Learn L-M-U Read one of the sites to learn  (2 sites for different levels) 

Do L –M-U Frost experiment  (there are more experiments if you have snow outside) 

 Thunderstorms 

Learn  L-M “ Thunderstorms” and “Lightening”   

L-M Rock N’ Roll Weather – this also talks about hurricanes and tornadoes and floods 

U “Powerful Storms” – this also talks about hurricanes and tornadoes 

Do M Magic School Bus (MSB) Electrical Storm lapbook  (big lapbook, lots of science inside,        
our family used some of the pieces to this even though we didn’t have the book) 

 Hurricanes 

Learn L-M Hurricanes 

Rock N’ Roll Weather and Powerful Storms  (listed above) 

Do M Hurricane lapbook   

 M-U Observe past hurricanes 

 M-U Track a hurricane (if it’s hurricane season) 

 Tornadoes 

Learn L-M Tornadoes 

 M-U Listen to Tornado Radio Broadcast 

 U Powerful Storms (listed above) 

Do M MSB Twister Trouble lapbook 

 M-U Tornado chaser 

 

 



Water Issues 

L-M-U Slide show 

L-M Water conservation game 

M Learn about water supply  (experiments – kind of hard to get materials for) 

M Help a village gain access to clean water 

M Interactive learning activity 

M-U Learn about Water Aid’s work in the world improving sanitation and water supply. In this activity 
you fly around the world and interview people. You are supposed to work on building a script to 
present your findings when you are finished. This is a writing activity as well (though you could 
skip that part if it’s too much for your younger students). Have your older students present your 
findings. Or hold a debate if you have more than one “U” student.   

  



Oceans  (1 month +) 

 Learn 

L-M-U There is a 10-day unit study available on “oceanography.” It includes reading options and writing 
prompts, etc., but the books recommended you’ll have to get from your library if you have 
access to one. 

M-U There are some great online learning sites. There is Ocean Explorer with 15 missions to 
complete. There is also a BBC site with 7 online learning activities. You could use these, 
especially the ocean explorer as your main learning. 

M Secrets at Sea  -- This is a longer activity that needs to be done all at once.  

M-U Watch  “The Case of the Ocean Odyssey”   1 hour 

M-U Read from the listed sites. (4 days worth)  “Be an oceanographer” has a lot of info and has 
activities. You could take a while on that site. This is more advanced than any of the sites listed 
above. 

 Do 

L-M-U Print out a map of the world (History page) and label the oceans and/or other bodies of water. 
Or keep adding to your landforms map. 

M Temperate oceans lapbook   (there are links there to go with the lapbook, extra for kelp) 

M Coral Reef Lapbook 

M Graph the tides 

L-M-U Take ocean soundings.  Little kids could just lower the string and see how the floor level changes 
without doing the graph. 

 


